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introduction

project goals

With this project, I wanted to create something that I can be

→ Grow as a designer

proud of as well as something that helps local business. Working

→ Focus on longevity and

with Eleven Eleven Salon gave me insight into an industry I’ve
never worked in before, as well as helped out their business. This
project was a lot of fun, and I’m excited to share it!

→ Gain an estimate of the time
required to build a website
→ Learn how to create a

practicality

style guide

→ Design for the user and

→ Add to my portfolio

the editor

logo design
The Eleven Eleven Salon logo will be used
to identify the brand across all mediums,
including social media, in-store signage,
websites, and apparel.
When I first met up with Sierra, the owner
of Eleven Eleven Salon, we discussed
her vision for the logo. She had in mind
a bohemian-esque typewriter typeface
spelling out the words “eleven eleven”, in
all lowercase. This gave me a pretty good
place to start when it came to the design.

The monogram logo will be used in place of the
wordmark when space is limited, or a more square
aspect ratio is required.
The wordmark logo uses Special Elite as the
typewriter typeface, and Aktiv Grotesk as the typeface
for the all uppercase "salon."

website design
The bulk of my project was creating the website. I spent a couple of
weeks researching, organizing, prototyping, and coming up with the
design before starting to code and input content.
To determine organization of the content for the website, I first
created a sitemap. I delivered it to the salon for approval.
I created some wireframes in Adobe XD to play around with layout
and navigation. Once I got them to a place that I liked, I began to
choose the typefaces, colors, and styles.
I decided to build the website in
Squarespace, as my client has no knowledge
of HTML/CSS, and I want her to be able to
edit the site whenever she needs. I spent a
lot of time customizing and writing the CSS
so that every element of the site behaved
how I wanted it to. The site is now live and
can be viewed at elevenelevensalon.com!

style guide
To define typography, colors, and logo

I carefully chose typefaces
that were accessible on

usage, I created a style guide for the

Typography

website. This will act as a reference for
future editors.
The style guide includes two pages on

Aa

Aa

Lora

Open Sans

Lora is a well-balanced contemporary serif with
roots in calligraphy. It is a text typeface with

Open Sans is a humanist sans serif typeface
designed by Steve Matteson, Type Director of

moderate contrast well suited for body text.

Ascender Corp. Open Sans was designed with
an upright stress, open forms and a neutral, yet
friendly appearance.

The text size can vary, but the line height should be at least 1.5 times
the font size, and the length of each line should be kept below 80
characters. Body paragraphs should be left-aligned for readability.

PARAGRAPH

consectetur adipiscing elit. Donec

font: Open Sans | weight: 400 |size: 1em | line height: 1.8em

I defined five colors that I

a, auctor felis. Suspendisse ut
lacus maximus, blandit lacus vel,
interdum augue.

used on the website. A dark

Defined headers on the webpage can be used as titles, or as pull
quotes, important links, etc.

on logo usage.

eleven eleven

grey and off-white are used

Buttons

HEADER 1
font: Lora | weight: 400 |size: 2.3em | line height: 1em

LARGE BUTTON

eleven eleven

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

HEADER 2

ELEVEN ELEVEN

letter spacing: 0.02em

SMALL BUTTON
font: Open Sans | color: light grey | weight: 600 |
size: 0.9em | letter spacing: 0.02em

HEADER 3
font: Lora | weight: 400 |size: 1em | line height: 1em

PAGE TITLE
font: Lora | weight: 300 |size: 1em
line height: 1.35em | letter spacing: .1em

note: page titles are defined as “Heading 3” in Squarespace, whereas heading 3 is “Heading 4”
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font: Open Sans | color: gold | weight: 400 |size: 1.1em |

font: Lora | weight: 400 |size: 1.8em | line height: 1em

BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

eleven eleven
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the clean and polished
aesthetic of the salon.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
vel tortor efficitur, interdum tortor

Headers

typography, a page on colors, and a page

Squarespace and reflected

Paragraphs

in place of black and white,
as it’s easier on the eyes.

